Abstract-Today, a considerable portion of embedded systems, e.g., automotive and avionic, comprise several control applications. Guaranteeing the stability of these control applications in embedded systems, or cyber-physical systems, is perhaps the most fundamental requirement while implementing such applications. This is different from the classical hard real-time systems where often the acceptance criterion is meeting the deadline. In other words, in the case of control applications, guaranteeing stability is considered to be a main design goal, which is linked to the amount of delay and jitter a control application can tolerate before instability. This advocates the need for new design and analysis techniques for embedded real-time systems running control applications. In this paper, the analysis and design of such systems considering a server-based resource reservation mechanism are addressed. The benefits of employing servers are manifold: providing a compositional and scalable framework, protection against other tasks' misbehaviors, and systematic bandwidth assignment and co-design. We propose a methodology for designing bandwidth-optimal servers to stabilize control tasks. The pessimism involved in the proposed methodology is both discussed theoretically and evaluated experimentally.
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INTRODUCTION
I N embedded systems, controllers are usually implemented by software tasks, which read some input data, perform some computation, and then apply the computed signal to the plant to be controlled. When other tasks execute on the same computing unit, then the schedule of the control task is also affected by the other tasks sharing the same processing unit. As a result, the control algorithm may experience considerable amount of delay and jitter, which affect the control performance and stability of the plant.
Today, the literature does provide some results that account for the effect of the controller schedule on the system dynamics. For example, the effect on the control performance of the delay from the sensing to the actuation [1] or the effect of the jitter in the task completion are well understood [2] .
Once the effect of the scheduling on the control performance is established, it is possible to perform the, so called, real-time control co-design: designing a controller so that the required control performance is guaranteed (stability, LQR cost minimization, etc.) and the control tasks are schedulable on the available processing unit.
In typical approaches [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , the control tasks are all designed together in a way that some global cost (function of the control cost of the individual tasks) is minimized. By following this approach, however, the design of each control task is affected by the other control tasks, hence breaking the key engineering design principle of separation of concerns. In this paper, we propose instead to run each controller within its own server, which then isolates each control task in the execution environment (see Fig. 1 ).
The usage of servers for control tasks presents the following advantages:
It provides compositionality that is essential for systematic system design methodologies; The complexity of the design scales linearly with the number of applications; It protects each controller from possible misbehaviors, which may occur within other tasks and then possibly jeopardize the entire system; The bandwidth assignment, rather than the priority assignment, may constitute a more accurate instrument to allocate the available computing resources; The simple interface provided by the resource reservation mechanism facilitates the controller-server co-design process [13] , [14] ; Running the controller within a dedicated server, may reduce significantly the jitter of the controller, especially if the server period is smaller than the period of the controller. In short, this is due to the fact that the server guarantees the control task a certain resource bandwidth. This is important since it is often possible to compensate for the constant part of delay, while the process of coping with the jitter is more involved.
Related Work
Over the past decade, the analysis and design of real-time servers have widely developed. Feng and Mok [15] introduced the bounded delay resource model to facilitate hierarchical resource sharing.
The schedulability analysis and server design problems for real-time applications under the periodic resource model have been addressed by [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] . Easwaran et. al. [20] extended the periodic resource model to the explicit deadline periodic model (EDP) and developed an algorithm to compute a bandwidth optimal EDP model based abstraction. Similar to what we do in this paper, Fisher and Dewan [21] described a method to minimize the bandwidth of a server. They developed a fully-polynomial-time approximation scheme (FPTAS) to solve the problem. However, as the majority of the work in this area, they consider the task deadlines as constraints rather than the stability of the controllers.
More relevant to this work, Cervin and Eker [13] proposed the control server approach which provides a simple interface used for control-scheduling co-design of real-time systems. Fontanelli et al. [22] addressed the problem of optimal bandwidth allocation for a set of control tasks under the time-triggered model. While exploiting this model can simplify the analysis and design problems to a great extent, by removing the element of jitter, such methods are restricted solely to the very particular time-triggered design and implementation approach that can potentially lead to under-utilization of resources or poor control performance [23] . Recently, Fontanelli et. al. propose a new model for real-time control applications [24] to investigate stochastic stability, but ignoring the dependencies among stochastic variables. In our previous work [25] , we have considered the analysis and design of bandwidth-efficient control servers while guaranteeing stability. In this work, we extend our previous work [25] , provide theoretical foundation and broaden the experimental evaluation. The theoretical results quantify the amount of pessimism, in the worst-case, in our proposed approach, while the experimental results quantify this pessimism in practice. In [14] , we extend [25] towards a different direction presenting a controller-server co-design approach where the controller is determined in a unified process along with the server parameters.
Contributions of the Paper
While the analysis and design problems of real-time servers have been discussed to a considerable degree, the serverbased approach has gained less attention in the case of control applications which are fundamentally different from real-time applications with hard deadlines. In particular, as opposed to hard real-time applications, the notion of deadline is considered to be artificial for control applications. In contrast to hard real-time systems, control stability is the main property to be guaranteed for control applications. Therefore, in the case of control applications, worst-case control performance and stability should be considered instead of worst-case response time and deadline.
To approach the problem of designing stabilizing servers, the first step is to capture the stability of the controllers in terms of real-time parameters, which is facilitated by the Jitter Margin toolbox [26] , [5] , [2] . The stability of control applications, hence, depends not only on the amount of delay, but also on the amount of jitter the application experiences [27] . The second step is to derive analysis methods for the servers to compute the discussed real-time metrics, i.e., delay and jitter. To this end, we consider the explicit deadline periodic model and develop the worst-case and bestcase response times for tasks with arbitrary deadlines within explicit deadline periodic servers with arbitrary deadlines. Having the worst-case and best-case response times, it is, then, possible to compute the delay and jitter and investigate if a control application within a given server is guaranteed to be stable.
In addition to the analysis, we also provide analytic results that can drive the design of a server towards solutions which can guarantee the stability of the controller. The aim of such a design procedure is bandwidth minimization. Since such a solution is derived using linear upper and lower bounds of the server supply function, we also evaluate the amount of pessimism introduced by our technique, both theoretically and experimentally.
SYSTEM MODEL
The system is composed of n plants. Each plant is controlled by a control task which is executing within a server. Below we describe the model of the plant, the control task, and the server.
Plant Model
A plant is modeled by a continuous-time system of differential equations [1] .
where x x, u u, and y y are the plant state, the control signal, and the plant output, respectively. Since each plant is considered in isolation, we do not report the index i of the plant among all the controlled plants.
Control Task Model
The plant output y y is sampled in a strictly periodic manner with period h. 1 The control signal u u is computed by a control task t. Such a control signal is updated any time the control task completes and is held constant between two consecutive updates.
The instants when the input u u is applied to the plant do then depend on the way the task t is scheduled. The task parameters, which describe the timing behavior of the task are:
the best-case execution time, denoted by c b ; the worst-case execution time, denoted by c w ; and the sampling period, denoted by h. 1. This essentially means that there exists a dedicated hardware to sample the output of the plant strictly periodically. The output then is stored in a buffer and the controller reads the output from this buffer upon execution.
In addition, the way the task is scheduled determines also the following task characteristics, which depend in turn on the above mentioned parameters: the best-case response time R b , the worst-case response time R w , the nominal delay (or latency), denoted by L ¼ R b , and the worst-case response-time jitter (jitter), denoted by
The terminology and the notation are illustrated in Fig. 2 . The nominal delay, or the latency, captures the constant part of the delay, while the jitter corresponds to the variation in the delay experienced by all instances (jobs) of a task. Note that we do not consider any deadlines for control tasks.
Server Model
As introduced above, to isolate controllers from one another, each control task is bound to execute over a dedicated server. The periodic server S is described by: the server budget Q; the server period P , and the server deadline D. This model was also called EDP model [20] . Every period P the server is activated. Then, it allocates Q amount of time to the task, before the server deadline expires.
The delay and jitter experienced by a task are tightly connected to the best-case and worst-case response times. To compute these two quantities, it is then necessary to determine the worst and best case scenarios with regard to the computational resource supplied by the server.
To perform worst-case analysis for the tasks running within a server, a classic approach [15] , [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] is to define the supply lower bound function slbfðtÞ, which is formally defined as follows. Definition 1. The supply lower bound function slbfðtÞ of a server S is the minimum amount of resource provided in any interval of length t.
The exact expression of slbfðtÞ of a periodic server, is
with k ¼ b tÀðDÀQÞ P c, and it is depicted in Fig. 3a by a solid line (please refer to the related literature [15] , [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] for details on its computation). As the expression of (2) may be difficult to be managed, especially when the server parameters are the variables subject to optimization (as we do in this paper), it is often convenient to lower bound the slbfðtÞ by the linear supply lower bound function lslbfðtÞ, defined as
with, using Feng-Mok's notation [15] , the server bandwidth a and delay D, defined as
The lslbf is depicted in Fig. 3a by a dashed line. Analogously, for the best-case analysis it is possible to compute the supply upper bound function subfðtÞ, defined as follows.
Definition 2. The supply upper bound function subfðtÞ of a server S is the maximum amount of resource provided in any interval of length t.
In strict analogy to the worst case examined earlier, the expression of the subf of a periodic server is
with k ¼ d tþDÀQ P e, while the linear supply upper bound function is
with a and D as in (4) and (5), respectively. Fig. 3b shows the subf (by a solid line) as well as the lsubf (by a dashed line).
SERVER-BASED ANALYSIS OF CONTROL TASKS
In this section, we determine the best-case and worst-case response times of the control task running within a server, as functions of the server parameters P , Q, and D. The analysis is performed with the exact slbf/subf functions of (2) and (6) (in Section 3.1) as well as with the linear bounds lslbf/lsubf of (3) and (7) (Section 3.2).
Exact Characterization
In this section, the exact real-time analysis for a control task is derived. To derive the worst-case response time of a task t, we must consider the minimum amount of resource time available to the task, which is described by slbfðtÞ. The worst-case response time R w of the first job of the control task (released at time 0) is equal to the first instant when the server has necessarily provided at least c w amount of time, that is
By computing the pseudo-inverse of slbfðtÞ, such a value can be computed explicitly and it is equal to
The proof is similar to [28] . Unfortunately, the longest response time may occur even at the later jobs, and not necessarily at the first job. This is the case since, as mentioned before, we do not enforce any task deadline, thus, response times are allowed to be longer than the sampling periods h. Therefore, we must evaluate the response times of all jobs within the busy period, as indicated by Lehoczky [29] for the arbitrary deadline case.
The worst-case response time of the control task within a server S ¼ ðQ; P; DÞ is obtained as follows,
We remind that (for example, see the proof of Lemma 1 in [30] ) the supremum of (10) has a finite solution only when
In analogy with (8), the best-case response time R b is defined through the subf function as follow
which can also be computed explicitly, and it is equal to
The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 1 in [17] .
Characterization with Linear Bounds
The main obstacle in using the exact response time for finding the optimal server parameters (see Section 5) is that Equations (10) and (13) involve ceiling functions. Hence, we propose to compute an upper bound R w to the R w and a lower bound R b of R b using, respectively, the lslbf and lsubf functions, rather than the exact ones, i.e., slbf and subf.
Observe that while this approximation involves pessimism, it is safe from the stability point of view.
By replacing the slbf in (8) with the lslbf of (3), we can readily compute the response time upper bound, which is
As shown in [30] , such an upper bound to the response time is finite only if the server bandwidth is not smaller than the worst-case utilization of the control task, that is
Similarly, by replacing subf in (12) by lsubf of (7), the lower bound to the best-case response time is given by,
STABILITY CONSTRAINT
It is well known that the delay and jitter in the execution of the control applications are decisive factors in the performance and stability of the plants associated with them. This is opposed to hard real-time systems where the systems are design based on the notion of deadline and worst-case response time. For control applications, hence, the worstcase control performance and stability are considered instead of the worst-case response time and deadline. To quantify the tolerable amount of delay and jitter by a control application before the instability of the plant, or to guarantee a certain degree of performance, we use the Jitter Margin toolbox [26] , [5] , [2] . It provides sufficient stability conditions for a closed-loop system with a linear continuous-time plant and a linear discrete-time controller.
For a given nominal delay, the Jitter Margin toolbox computes the jitter margin (similar to the phase margin and gain margin concepts) to guarantee the required degree of performance or stability. The Jitter Margin toolbox provides the stability curve that determines the maximum tolerable response-time jitter J based on the nominal delay L. While the curve can instead be generated for a certain control performance, rather than stability, we use stability curve in this paper to refer to the output of the Jitter Margin toolbox. The solid curves in Fig. 4 are examples of the stability curves generated by the Jitter Margin toolbox. Observe that the area below the solid curve is the stable area. The graph is generated for the plant with transfer function 1000 s 2 þs and sampling period of 6 ms. The green curve is generated when a discrete-time linear-quadratic-gaussian (LQG) controller is considered, whereas the blue curve is generated considering a proportionalintegral-derivative (PID) controller.
For a given sampling period, the stability curve can safely be approximated by a linear function of the nominal delay and worst-case response-time jitter. The linear approximation is generated by a constrained leastsquared optimization on the original curve generated by the Jitter margin toolbox, which is computationally We shall show that the coefficient a is indeed always greater than 1. Let us consider two nominal delays L and L 0 , where L < L 0 . Based on this property, we can write the following inequality,
which can be simplified to,
This indicates that control applications are more sensitive to the varying part of the delay than the constant part. Often, the linear lower bound efficiently captures the stable area identified by Jitter Margin. Although we consider only a single linear function to lower bound the curve generated by the Jitter Margin toolbox in this manuscript, it is also possible to consider a piecewise linear lower bound and perform all optimizations throughout this paper for each linear section and then choose the best solution among all. However, for the sake of presentation, here, we consider that the stability curve can be efficiently bounded from below by a single linear function.
In order to apply the stability analysis discussed, the values of the nominal delay (L) and worst-case response-time jitter (J) of the control task should be computed. The two metrics are defined based on the worst-case and best-case response times as follows,
where R w and R b denote the worst-case and best-case response times, respectively. The stability constraint, hence, can be formulated as,
For a given server, the stability condition (21), which is based on the exact best-case and worst-case response times, determines if the server, in the worst-case, can guarantee the stability of the control task associated with it (analysis problem).
In the context of the optimization problem, as will be discussed in Section 5, however, the presence of discontinuous operators (ceiling) in the exact expressions (10) and (13) of the worst-case and best-case response times makes them unsuitable. Hence, we use the upper/lower bound of the worst/best-case response times and redefine the nominal delay and the worst-case response-time jitter as follows,
While using the linear supply bounds involves some pessimism compared to the original supply bounds, it is safe from the stability point of view [5] . Nonetheless, the amount of introduced pessimism is discussed in Section 6. The stability constraint based on the linear bounds is given in the following,
which we rewrite as
Hence, Equation (23) describes the constraint on the server parameters (the bandwidth a and the delay D, see Section 2.3), which guarantees the stability of the controller running within such a server.
OPTIMAL DESIGN OF STABILIZING SERVERS
In this section, we describe the procedure to design optimal stabilizing servers. The objective of the optimization is to minimize the utilization required in order to guarantee the stability of all control applications, that is where denotes the switching overhead for the server and is considered to be strictly positive. If no overhead is considered, then the solution would be with P ! 0, making this an impractical server period. We propose the implicit deadline (ID) server design, in which all server deadlines are set equal to the periods,
Thanks to the isolation provided by the resource allocation mechanism, the stability of each control task is guaranteed through the parameters (a and D) of the server running the task only (Equation (23)). Hence, the minimization of the total server utilization of (24) can be broken down into one bandwidth minimization problem for each server, rather than a more complex minimization which involves all task parameters together.
If we assume D ¼ P for all servers, we can perform the following optimization for each control application and conclude based on the obtained results,
Notice that in the above cost the period P is replaced by D 2ð1ÀaÞ , as it follows from (4)- (5) for D ¼ P . The solution to the above problem is the minimum bandwidth (including the overhead) required to guarantee stability of control task t.
Let us proceed with finding the global optimum of the problem (25) , which is concerned with a single control task in isolation. The stability constraint in (25) can be written as minfg I ða; DÞ; g II ða; DÞg 0; which is equivalent to ðg I ða; DÞ 0Þ _ ðg II ða; DÞ 0Þ; with _ denoting the logical or between two propositions. Thus, the problem (25) can be solved by solving individually the following two problems
and,
and then select the best solution between the two produced by (26) and (27) . Moreover, in order for the response time to be finite, the server bandwidth a has to satisfy a ! c w h , which leads to an additional constraint in each of the problems (26) and (27) .
To solve problems (26) and (27), we use the KarushKuhn-Tucker (KKT) necessary conditions for optimality [31] . According to the KKT condition, the optimum x x Ã of the problem 
must necessarily satisfy the following conditions
For the case of our problem, it is assumed that g 1 ðx xÞ is associated with the stability constraints shown in problems (26) and (27) , whereas g 2 ðx xÞ is associated with inequality (11) .
Let us proceed with solving problem (26) . From the KKT condition of the gradient, if we differentiate w.r.t. a and then D, we find
We consider two cases: m 2 ¼ 0 and m 2 > 0.
Let us first assume there is no constraint on the server bandwidth a, i.e., m 2 ¼ 0. Since a ! 1 and a < 1, from (31), we immediately find the multiplier m 1 , that is:
hence the constraint of (26) is active and must hold with the equal sign. If we set, to have a more compact notation,
then the equality constraint of (26) can be rewritten as
from which we find
and then the multiplier m 1 is
By replacing (34) and (35) in the condition (30), we find:
where we set
with ' ¼ I. The values a I and d I represent, respectively, the consumed bandwidth in absence of overhead and the increase of bandwidth needed due to overhead. Among the two solutions, the smaller one makes the corresponding value of D negative. Hence, the only acceptable solution for the server bandwidth is given by a I ð1 þ d I Þ and there is no need to check the second-order sufficient conditions. The solution identified here corresponds to the case where there is no constraint on server bandwidth a (i.
Substituting m 2 in the second equality of (29), i.e., m 2 g 2 ðx xÞ ¼
The above equation has at most three solutions. The solution found so far is equivalent to considering the first term to be equal to zero, i.e., m 2 ¼ 0 (see Equation (37)). As discussed before, the solutions obtained considering the first term are invalid since they do not satisfy constraint (11) . Therefore, the only valid solution is c w h . In other words, the optimal solution a Ã I is equal to a I ð1 þ d I Þ except when this solution does not satisfy constraint (11). The final solution is then given by,
in which we also account for the constraint (11). The corresponding optimal value of the server delay D Ã I can be computed from (34).
To solve the second problem (27), we simply observe that by setting
the constraint can be rewritten as in (33) by replacing x I , y I , and z I , with x II , y II , and z II of (40). Since the cost functions and the constraints of the two problems are the same, it follows that the solution is exactly the same as (39), with the corresponding replacements.
Since the two problems have to be considered in logical or, the minimal bandwidth a Ã and delay D Ã which can guarantee the stability of the control task (within the assumption of server deadline D equal to the server period P ) is given by the better solution of the two problems, i.e., min a
After performing the above procedure for all servers and having found the minimum resource utilization required for stability of all control applications, we should now check if the resource demand is less than or equal to the resource supply. In the case of the implicit deadline servers running on a uniprocessor, the solution found is valid if and only if the utilization is less than or equal to one, i.e.,
THEORETICAL GUARANTEES
We shall now discuss the degree of pessimism introduced in the proposed approach by using the linear bounds instead of the exact response times. Towards this, we need to define the notion of optimistic supply function. Note that the optimistic supply functions are unsafe and are only used to quantify the amount of pessimism introduced in our approach. The optimistic supply lower bound function olslbfðtÞ of a server is a linear upper bound on the supply lower bound function (as shown by the dotted line in Fig. 3a) . To obtain this, we notice that the optimistic supply functions are only Q P ðP À QÞ different from the linear supply bound functions, as it is shown in Fig. 5 . Since we have the linear supply lower bound function lslbfðtÞ, the optimistic supply lower bound function is obtained as follows,
Similarly, we define the optimistic supply upper bound function olsubfðtÞ as follows (shown by the dotted line in Fig. 3b) , Computing the pseudo-inverse of these optimistic supply functions, we obtain optimistic bounds for the best-case and worst-case response times,
where
The next two sections discuss the theoretical results on the amount of pessimism involved in our design method. We shall first restrict out attention to the stability of one single controller. Then, we focus on both stability and schedulability of the set of all servers.
Stability of Controllers
In this section, we shall focus on the stability of a single controller. The following lemma clarifies the relation between using the optimistic and exact supply functions for stability guarantees.
Lemma 1.
If the stability constraint (23) of a control task is satisfied within a server S ¼ ðQ; P; DÞ with the exact supply functions, it is also satisfied within the same server but considering the optimistic supply functions.
Proof. From the definition of the optimistic supply functions, 8t; subfðtÞ ! olsubfðtÞ; 8t; slbfðtÞ olslbfðtÞ:
This, in turn, leads to the following inequalities among the exact and optimistic response times,
This indicates that considering the optimistic supply functions results in a lower bound for the worst-case response time R w and an upper bound for the best-case
where L ¼ R b and J ¼ R w À R b . Hence, if there exists a server with the exact supply functions that can satisfy inequality (21) , then the stability constraint (21) is also satisfied considering the optimistic linear supply functions, i.e.,
Lemma 2. If the stability constraint (23) of a control task is satisfied within a server S ¼ ðQ; P; DÞ with the linear supply functions, it is also satisfied within the same server but considering the exact supply functions.
Proof. The following relations hold for the response times,
Since a ! 1, we have the following inequalities,
from which the theorem follows,
The next theorem establishes one important relation between stabilizing controllers based on the linear supply functions and the exact supply functions. 
To prove subfðtÞ ! lsubf 0 ðtÞ, we derive the optimistic linear lower bound olsubfðtÞ on the exact supply upper bound function subfðtÞ. If we can prove that this optimistic linear lower bound olsubfðtÞ is always greater than or equal to lsubf 0 ðtÞ, considering that it is a lower bound of subfðtÞ, we have subfðtÞ ! lsubf 0 ðtÞ. The linear lower bound on subfðtÞ is given by (according to the definition of the optimistic supply upper bound functions),
Let us also derive the lsubf 0 ðtÞ for
Our goal is to find k such that the optimistic linear lower bound on the exact supply upper bound function olsubfðtÞ is always above the linear upper bound lsubf 0 ðtÞ. Note that, if x ! y and x 0 ! y 0 , then minfx; x 0 g ! minfy; y 0 g. Since t ! t, we only need to focus on the second terms inside the min-functions in olsubfðtÞ and lsubf 0 ðtÞ, i.e.,
Re-arranging the terms, we obtain,
Analogously, to prove slbfðtÞ lslbf 0 ðtÞ, we start by showing that the optimistic linear upper bound on slbfðtÞ is given by (according to the definition of the optimistic supply lower bound functions),
The linear lower bound on server S 0 is given by, lslbf 0 ðtÞ ¼ max 0;
Observe that, if x y and x 0 y 0 , then maxfx; x 0 g maxfy; y 0 g. Since 0 0, it is enough to focus on the second terms inside the max-functions. We would like to find k such that the optimistic linear upper bound on slbfðtÞ, denoted by olslbfðtÞ, is always below lslbf 0 ðtÞ, i.e.,
which simplifies to,
which is the same as the previous condition on k.
As a result of the inequalities in (44), the following relations hold for the response times,
Note that the bound is tight when k ¼ 1 þ t u
The important message of Theorem 1 is that, if a server S ¼ ðQ; P; DÞ (with the exact supply functions) with bandwidth a ¼ Q P is identified that satisfies the stability constraint (21) for the control task associated with it, then there exists a server S 0 ¼ ð
Þ (with the linear supply functions) that can also satisfy the stability constraint (21) for the control task and the required bandwidth is the same, i.e., a 0 ¼
The theorem also states that, in the worst-case, the server S 0 has to be run k times more frequently compared to S. In practice, of course, this might be a disadvantage, if the context-switch overhead is significant.
The following corollary discusses the particular case of implicit deadline servers (i.e., D ¼ P ) and it will be used in the next section. Corollary 1. If the stability constraint (23) of a control task is satisfied within an implicit deadline server S ¼ ðQ; P Þ with the exact supply functions, it is also satisfied within an implicit deadline server S 0 ¼ ð 
For clarification see Fig. 6 . In Fig. 6a , the linear supply lower bound function lslbf 0 is both a lower bound for the exact supply lower bound function slbf 0 and the optimistic upper bound on slbf, i.e., olslbf. This implies that the amount of resource provided by slbf 0 in the worst case is more than or equal to the amount of resource provided by slbf in the worst case. Similarly, Fig. 6b shows that the linear supply upper bound function lsubf 0 is both an upper bound for the exact supply upper bound function subf 0 and the optimistic lower bound of subf, olsubf.
The bound is tight in the sense that the linear supply lower bound functions lslbf 0 is not only the tightest linear lower bound on the exact supply lower bound function slbf 0 , but also the tightest linear upper bound on the exact supply lower bound function slbf. Similar results can be derived for the linear supply upper bound function lsubf 0 . Fig. 6 . Worst-case and best-case resource allocation scenarios for implicit deadline server.
Schedulability of Servers
Thus far in this section, we have limited our attention only to the stability of a single server. However, for a system to be implementable, not only should the stability constraint be satisfied, but also the system should be schedulable. The next theorem provides an important analytical result to bound the pessimism involved in using the linear supply functions. Note that, in many situations, the monotonicity property does not hold [32] . The following Lemma discusses the monotonicity property with respect to processor speed. Lemma 3. If the stability constraint (23) is guaranteed for a task running within a server S ¼ ðQ; P; DÞ on a processor and considering the linear supply functions, it is also guaranteed within the same server and on a higher speed processor.
Proof. It can be shown that if stability constraint (23) is satisfied, then, on a processor with speed augmented by a factor ( ! 1), the following stability constraint is also satisfied,
The above inequality holds since the terms multiplied by the factor 1 are non-negative considering a 1 and a ! 1. Since the linear stability constraint is satisfied on a processor which is times faster, so is the exact stability condition (according to Lemma 2) . t u Theorem 2. If a set of controllers is guaranteed to be implemented (i.e., the system is schedulable and all the plants are guaranteed to be stable) using implicit deadline servers S i ¼ ðQ i ; P i Þ and considering the exact supply functions over a unit-speed processor, then the same set is guaranteed to be implemented using implicit deadline servers S
2 Þ considering the linear supply functions over a -speed processor with
, being the switching overhead.
Proof. According to Corollary 1, if the stability constraint of a control application can be satisfied within an implicit deadline server S i ¼ ðQ i ; P i Þ with the exact supply functions, then it is also satisfied within an implicit deadline server
2 Þ with the linear supply functions. Therefore, server S 0 i with the linear supply functions provides guarantees from the stability point of view. However, in addition to stability, the schedulability of the controllers should also be investigated.
Note that, considering the exact supply functions, the system is schedulable if and only if,
Now, let us consider the case where the linear supply functions are used,
The system based on the linear supply functions is schedulable if,
where is the relative speed of the processor. Having considered a processor which is times faster, it is now required to discuss the impact of this choice on stability. This is addressed by Lemma 3, which states that the stability guarantees (with regard to stability constraint (23) ) are preserved on faster processors. It can also be shown that if constraint (11) is satisfied on a processor (i.e., c w h a), then it is also satisfied on a processor which is faster (i.e., This result indicates that: if the stability of the controllers cannot be guaranteed on a processor with speed
considering the linear supply functions, then it for sure cannot be guaranteed considering the exact supply functions, since it implies U > 1.
t u
Corollary 2. The factor in Theorem 2 is bounded from above by 2.
Proof. Let us assume the system is implementable considering the exact supply functions. This, in turn, implies that the utilization U is
Since a i ! 0, we obtain
Observe that is given by,
Since U 1 in an implementable system, the bound on follows: 2. t u
As discussed before, the optimal values of server parameters cannot be obtained efficiently, when the exact supply functions are used. Therefore, we consider the notion of optimistic supply functions, for which the server parameters may be computed efficiently (see Section 7).
ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS (AA)
In this section, we shall identify a lower bound on the minimum achievable utilization by the approach discussed in the previous sections, i.e., the implicit deadline servers. We will use this bound in our experiments (Section 8.2) in order to evaluate the efficiency of our optimization technique discussed in Section 5. To obtain a tight lower bound on the minimum utilization required for guaranteeing stability of a plant associated with an implicit deadline server, optimistic linear supply functions are considered in this section.
Let us consider the optimistic upper bound on the slbfðtÞ, denoted by olslbfðtÞ, and the optimistic lower bound on subfðtÞ, denoted by olsubfðtÞ (see Section 6). Lemma 1 states that if there exists a server with the exact supply functions that can satisfy inequality (21), then it is also possible to find a solution using the optimistic linear supply functions that satisfies inequality (21) .
Forming the stability constraint based on the optimistic response times, defined in Equation (43), we realize that the stability constraint (23) remains exactly the same, but assuming D instead of D. Now let us focus on the special case of implicit deadline server (D ¼ P ) that leads to P ¼ ð1ÀaÞ D . The optimization problem then will be as follows,
Notice that this optimization problem is the same as problem (25) , except for the factor 2 in the term that captures switching overhead ( . Therefore, the solution to this problem can be obtained using the approach in Section 5, simply by substituting the overhead 2 instead of . While the objective function of the above optimization problem is the same for both the exact and optimistic supply functions (i.e., a þ P ), the stability constraint uses optimistic response times instead of the exact results. However, according to Lemma 1, if there exists a solution that guarantees the stability constraint when the exact supply functions are used, then there is also a solution considering the optimistic supply functions (i.e., the search space of this problem contains the search space of the exact problem). Therefore, the total utilization found in this section is lower than or equal to the one that could possibly be found for the implicit deadline server considering the exact supply functions.
EVALUATION
We will first illustrate and evaluate our proposed approach in Section 8.1 by a small example and later in Section 8.2 by a large set of experiments.
Illustrative Example
In this section, the server design approach discussed in Section 5 will be illustrated using a small example. Further, we also compare the results to the asymptotic bound developed for the case of implicit deadline servers in Section 7.
Let us consider a set of three controllers whose parameters are reported in Table 1. In the table we report (21)), and the transfer function of the plant to be controlled. We assume a server switching overhead of ¼ 0:3. All time quantities are given in units of 0:01 ms throughout this section.
The server parameters obtained after optimization are reported in Table 2 . In the first column group of the table (labelled by "implicit deadline") we report server budgets Q i , periods P i , bandwidth a i , delay D i , and overhead due to
for the implicit deadline server design strategy proposed in Section 5. In the second column group of the table (labelled by "Asymptotic Analysis"), the corresponding results for the asymptotic analyses of the implicit deadline server (AA) in Section 7 are reported.
The total utilization obtained by the asymptotic analysis for the implicit deadline approach in Section 7 is U AA ¼ 0:71, while the total utilization in the case of the implicit deadline servers obtained by our design approach (Section 5) is slightly higher, i.e., U ID ¼ 0:72. The detailed calculation is given in the follow, Observe that the solution found by the asymptotic analysis for the implicit deadline servers is not stable (it does not guarantee stability considering the exact stability condition). However, the solution obtained by the implicit deadline approach is guaranteed to be stable (valid considering the exact stability condition), while only 1 percent away from the asymptotic analysis, in terms of resource utilization. This indicates that, for the discussed example, the solution obtained by our approach is less than 1 percent away from the actual optimum.
Experimental Results
To further evaluate our proposed server design approach we compare four different methods:
Implicit deadline servers (ID): The implicit deadline server design is proposed in Section 5. Implicit deadline asymptotic analysis (AA): The asymptotic analysis of implicit deadline servers is discussed in Section 7 and produces solutions that are not guaranteed to be stable, but their resource utilization is less than or equal to the actual optimum. Harmonic servers (HA): if we design the servers following the rules of Section 5, the periods of the servers will be unrelated to each other. For harmonic servers, instead, we investigate the case in which we explicitly set all the server periods equal to the same value P [25] . General asymptotic analysis (GA): The general asymptotic analysis is an asymptotic analysis for both implicit deadline and harmonic servers and, therefore, it could be used as a common baseline for both servers. The idea is to consider the switching overhead negligible, in addition to considering the optimistic supply functions. Note that the general asymptotic analysis is an approach that outperforms the optimal, in terms of total bandwidth usage, both for the implicit deadline and harmonic servers. In other words, the general asymptotic analysis produces a lower bound on the total bandwidth usage, but does not guarantee stability. Therefore, this general asymptotic analysis is considered as the baseline for the comparison. However, it is important to observe that the asymptotic analysis (AA), which also does not guarantee stability, is an approach that performs at least as well as the optimal, in terms of the required bandwidth, if implicit deadline servers are considered. Therefore, asymptotic analysis provides a tighter lower bound for the optimal solution of implicit deadline servers. Hence, the gap between the implicit deadline and asymptotic analysis for implicit deadline server (AA) is the metric that is important for us (and not the absolute percentage reported).
We have generated 1,000 benchmarks with a number of control applications from 2 to 10. The plants considered are chosen from a database consisting of inverted pendulums, ball and beam processes, DC servos, and harmonic oscillators [1] , [5] . Such plants are considered to be representative of realistic control problems and are extensively used for experimental evaluation. To generate a set of random control tasks for a given utilization, the UUniFast algorithm is used [33] . The periods are chosen based on common rules of thumb [1] . Having the period and task utilization, the worst-case execution time can be computed. The switching overhead is given by ¼ r Á min i¼1...n fc Â 100Þ, where N X and N GA are the number of benchmarks for which the approach X and general asymptotic analysis, respectively, could find a valid solution. Therefore, the metric states the quality of the approach X (X could be HA, ID, or AA) compared to the general asymptotic analysis. For each value of utilization, we evaluate the percentage of benchmarks for which the stability could not be guaranteed, and we call it "invalid solutions". 2 The number of invalid solutions found for both implicit deadline and harmonic servers increases with utilization. Nevertheless, the harmonic servers perform slightly better for low utilization (50 percent utilization), while for high utilization (more than 55 percent utilization), the implicit deadline servers performs slightly better than the harmonic servers. It is also noteworthy that the gap between the implicit deadline approach and the asymptotic analysis is always less than 5 percent. In other words, the implicit deadline approach is less than 5 percent away from the theoretical optimum, for the benchmarks considered here. Interestingly, for low utilization, the harmonic (HA) performs slightly better than the asymptotic analysis for the implicit deadline (AA). The results illustrate that for high loads the possibility to assign individual server periods with the implicit deadline servers approach outweighs the advantage of potentially reduced jitters with the harmonic servers.
CONCLUSIONS
Providing guarantees for stability of control applications is perhaps the most important requirement while implementing embedded control systems. The fundamental difference between the control systems and what we classically understand by hard real-time systems advocates the need for new analysis and design techniques. In this paper, we have proposed the use of resource reservation mechanisms for designing embedded control systems. Exploiting the server mechanism provides not only compositionality, scalability, and isolation, but also a simple interface between the control stability and real-time scheduling aspects which facilitates the design process. Finally, we have addressed the analysis and design of stabilizing servers and demonstrated the efficiency of our proposed approach both theoretically and experimentally.
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